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Town of Camden 
Minutes of the Select Board Meeting 

       and Waste Water Commission 
              March 12, 2019 

 
 

PRESENT:  Chairperson Robert Falciani, Jenna Lookner, Marc Ratner, Alison McKellar, Town 
Manager Audra Caler-Bell.  Also present were members of the public  
 
ABSENT:  Taylor Benzie 
 
Call to Order 

The Meeting was called to order at 6:30 pm, Falciani noted there would be adjustments to the 
agenda to hold the Waste Water Commission Meeting ahead of the Select Board meeting.    
 

ADJOURN 
Chairperson entertained a motion to adjourn at 6:32 PM.  Alison McKellar motioned to adjourn 
the Select Board meeting and reconvene as the Waste Water Commission. Lookner seconded.  
No Discussion. Motion passed 4-0-0. 
 

  AS WASTEWATER COMISSIONERS 
 1.    Approval of quarterly billings and certificate of Commitment of Sewer Bills: 
 
 a.   Certificate of Commitment of Sewer User Rates for October 17, 2018-January 17, 2019 in 

the amount of $295,320.23. 
  McKellar clarified with Caler-Bell that this was a historical vote as the bills had already been 

posted.  Caler-Bell confirmed the bills had been sent out.   
  Falciani entertained a motion.  McKellar moved to accept the Certificate of Commitment of 

Sewer User Rates for October 17, 2018 through January 17, 2019 in the amount of 
#295,320.23.  Lookner seconded.  No discussion.  Motion passed 4-0-0. 

 
ADJOURN 
Chair Falciani entertained a motion to adjourn at 6:56 PM.  Marc Ratner motioned to adjourn 
as Waste Water Commissioners and reconvene the Select Board meeting of March 12, 2019. 
McKellar seconded.  No Discussion. Motion passed 4-0-0. 
 

1.  Public Input on non-agenda items:   
 
 John French put out a call to interested residents looking for a way to assist the Town and 

suggested they consider applying to work on the Budget Committee noting that applications are 
on the Town website.   A second Charter Commission Committee needs to be seated and due to 
the election process needing to be put in place, people interested should apply soon.     

 A final comment by French was to support the   ambulance service talks so that joint community 
process can move forward.  A recent community fire in Berwick, ME highlighted the need to work 
together and grow the number of responders assisting the Fire Department so that Camden can 
ensure sending   out the appropriate crew to a call to keep every responder safe.   
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2.  Select Board Reports: 
 Marc Ratner spoke about the upcoming Opera House entertainment.  Ranky Tanky, a southern 

R&B Band, had a great show.  Coming up is Tim Sample on Saturday the 23rd and proceeds will 
benefit the Bartlett Woods Retirement Community.   The   Blue Café is continuing so check the 
Opera House Calendar; 40 Paper, a local restaurant, sponsors the cash bar.  Falciani added there 
is great feedback and support for the Blue Café program.   

 McKellar discussed the National Register of Historic Places and the work that Pat Skaling has 
done to add the Mount Bettie Tower to the rolls. 

 McKellar has continued working to digitize older town records for use in historical searches.  
Several volunteers have worked on the project as well.  Six years of town reports, several years of 
Select Board minutes have been completed.  Anyone interested in assisting can contact McKellar 
via her town email. 

 A recent meeting on Food Sovereignty held at the Lincolnville Public Library with Josh Gerritsen 
was attended.  Gerritsen has a YouTube page with more information on the topic.  
The Waste Watch Committee of Mid-Coast Solid Waste is looking into feedback on the 
composting program in place since January.  To date there is information it is being well received.  
Residents can contact McKellar if they have feedback they would like passed on to the MCSWC 
Board of Directors.  
Falciani discussed seating the Charter Commission with some appointments (3) being appointed 
by the Select Board which will be done at a future meeting.  The remainder of the Commission (6) 
people will be seated through a town vote where residents will elect the members.  The 
document will be reviewed thoroughly for the Town and corrections/reviews are needed.  
Interested people should contact the Town as seating the committee needs to be managed in this 
way.   
Falciani reported 28 applications from interested residents willing to reconstitute the Harbor 
Committee have been received.  This work will be completed by the Board at a future meeting. 

 
3.  Approval of Select Board Minutes dated February 12, 2019 and February 26, 2019:   

Chairman Falciani entertained a motion.   Marc Ratner motioned to approve the minutes     
for February 12, 2019 and February 26, 2019. McKellar seconded.  It was discussed that 
two separate motions were necessary.   
Ratner moved to accept the minutes of February 12, 2019.  McKellar seconded.  No 
discussion.  Motion passed 4-0-0. 
Ratner moved to accept the minutes of February 26, 2019.  McKellar seconded. No 
Discussion.  Motion passed 3-0-1 (Lookner Abstained from minutes of February 26th due to 
absence).     
 

4.  Consent Agenda:    
a. Renewal of Lodging License – The Belmont Inn 

     
b. Renewal of Victualer License – The Belmont Inn 
  
c. Village Green Application – Camden Rotary Club to use the Village Green on July 4th 2019. 
 

 Chair Falciani read all items, a through c, as listed on the Consent Agenda.  Falciani asked if 
there were any objections to items a through c, and hearing none, adopted all items, as 
presented in the Board Packet for March 12, 2919 as approved.   
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5.  Public Hearing for Renewal of Liquor Licenses:   
 a. Camden Deli, Inc. 
 b.  Elms of Camden, Inc. 
 c.  Brevetto, LLC. d/b/a 40 Paper 
 

 Chairman Falciani read the procedures for a Public Hearing on the applications for Liquor 
License(s) for Camden Deli, Inc., Elms of Camden, Inc., and Brevetto, LLC d/b/a 40 Paper and 
opened the floor for public comments.  Seeing as there were none, for or against, Falciani closed 
the floor to public discussion and opened the floor to questions from the Board.   Seeing there 
were none, Falciani entertained a motion Marc Ratner motioned to approve the application 
for a   Liquor License of Camden Deli, Inc., 37 Main Street, Elms of Camden, Inc., at  84 Elm 
Street, and Brevetto, LLC. d/b/a/ 40 Paper at 40 Washington Street for renewal of the liquor 
licenses.  McKellar seconded.  No Discussion.  Motion passed 4-0-0. 

 
 
6.  Presentation by Ransom Consulting – Tannery Clean Up: 
 Steve Dyer, PE with Ransom Consulting Engineers of Portland, ME gave a PDF presentation to 

update the Board on the clean-up project and use of the EPA Brownfield grant funds for the 
Tannery Park site.  US EPA Brownfield Grant funds were awarded in October of 2018.  Further 
analysis of the Brownfield cleanup alternatives will be completed by the end of March. Dyer 
reviewed 8 steps that will be processed to get the site to closure and reuse status.  Dyer suggests 
the Town develop an RFP, in conjunction with a chosen developer, to consolidate work done on 
the site to focus on distinct uses that fit both the developers and town’s needs to maximize the 
utilization of grant resources.  Plans for    parking and landscaping design closure plans will need 
to be voted on by residents prior to completion.  A lengthy discussion on solutions and placement 
of the necessary engineered cover system and other remediation steps for the site was held.     

 Martin, Camden Planning Director, discussed the effects the work will have on the Farmers 
Market which will remain on site this season.  Further work between Martin and the Camden 
Economic Development Advisory Committee (CDAC) will determine the RFP proposal scope to 
find a developer to create a combined commercial and community based project.   

 A lengthy discussion on the environmental impacts and contaminants on the site was held.  Dyer 
expressed that grant funds cannot be used to clean up solid waste matter at the site.  McKellar 
had concerns that an opportunity to address possible contamination on the river bank could with 
respect to Riverwalk extension plans.  Martin will follow up with ideas on the solid waste issues 
with the EPA.   

 Chair Falciani opened the floor to public comment: 
 

Tom Resek, Camden Resident questioned leveraging the clean up with development making note 
that the park’s open space and playground topics need to be clarified.   
McKellar expressed that plans for the site are open at the moment and federal dollars leveraged 
with a developers planned investment would make the most sense.  

 Martin explained that during a recent review it was determined there are over 700 acres of town 
owned land in Camden, of which, 600 is allocated to parks, green space and recreation.   
Resek had concerns about the sale of the property.   

 Falciani directed the topic of discussion back to the closure issues on the agenda.  Martin added 
that the Town controls the deed and what happens with the property and public access.   
John French, Camden resident, discussed past reports on the property that indicated areas of the 
site and river needed cleaning up from the prior industrial use.  Dyer reviewed past testing and 
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restated how the cover would assist with closure in some of the areas noted within the DEP 
grading system on what is allowed and under what conditions.   
Nina Holland, Camden resident, supported new recreational space to help attract families to 
Camden.   
Stephen Gold, Camden resident, supported leveraging the RFP in order to avoid rebuilding areas 
that could benefit from developer placing a good cover system in concert with the town which 
will save money.   
McKellar referenced that an RFP should be developed in conjunction with the seven guiding 
principles for the property carried forward at Town meeting; along with input from the current 
Tannery Group scenario in hopes of receiving back several proposals from developers with 
different scopes of work to review.    The goal being to reach a development plan Camden 
residents will vote to approve.  
Martin supported that use of the guiding principles, work done by the Tannery Work Group and 
zoning applications would all work to produce the change needed at the site.   
Falciani questioned the timing of the vote and work to be done.  Dyer and Martin stated the 
planning process will likely take 5-6 months, followed by approximately 3 weeks of construction 
work slated for September 2021.    

 
7.  CDAC Presentation:     
 Nieman Scott provided a brief summary of the work underway by the Commission which 

includes work is being done by a sub-committee on the RFP discussed the Tannery site project.   
CDAC will take into consideration the work done by the Tannery Work Group in conjunction with 
the RFP scope.   
CDAC has completed a review of property under the control of the Town and discussed the 
highest and best use of same.    This project included looking at Sagamore Farm trails and solar 
farm projects. 
The Broad Band discussion continues and the possibly incorporating a regional approach are 
under consideration.    
Affordable housing to attract year round residents is also being assessed and efforts in 
neighboring communities were reviewed.   McKellar stated that affordable and short term 
housing have been in discussion and suggested that looking at lot size and zoning would be a 
fresh focus.   

 
8.  Discussion of Live Streaming Committee Meetings:  
 The new live stream system was designed for ease of use so committees and various other 

meetings have the ability to be taped and available to the public on a   consistent basis.   Caler-
Bell asked if it would be prudent for the Select Board to develop a policy that requests town 
committees, commissions and boards to use the system when meetings are held.   
Lookner proposed the room scheduling that takes place currently does not lend itself to 
consistency on occasion and recording would be difficult on occasion when groups move around.   
Falciani offered that all Chairs of committees, commissions and boards making use of the French 
room for scheduled meeting should use the recording system.   
Ratner opened discussion on ideas to outfit more rooms with recording capabilities. 
 A final discussion on the ability to retain archived tapings was held.  

  It was agreed by unanimous consensus of the Board that Caler-Bell will reach out to the 
various Chair’s about utilizing the live streaming equipment when meeting in the French 
Room.    

 
9.  Approval of Collective Bargaining Agreement (Police Union Contract) 
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 Chairman Falciani entertained a motion. Accept the Collective Bargaining Agreement as 
presented.  Ratner seconded.   Ratner asked if any changes had occurred since the last 
review and was informed there had been no changes. Ratner spoke to the strong vibrant and 
committed force that Camden is lucky to have.  Falciani called the vote.  No further 
discussion.    Motion passed 4-0-0.     

  
10.  Discussion of Ordinance Amendments:     

Falciani provided a brief update on the Inland Water Way group which is moving forward with 
Benzie’s assistance.   
The Planning Board is holding a public hearing next Thursday on Adult Cannabis Cultivation in 
Camden.   
Workshops have been held, and board and public input have been received.  Martin feels the 
ordinance is well crafted and reflects support for the laws that have been passed.   
Food Restriction will also have a Public Hearing next Thursday with the Planning Board.   A 
chain or Franchise is described as sharing a logo with 50 other locations and will not be allowed.  
The B2 Zoning District is located in two places; one area on Route 1 out near Subway Restaurant 
and a second area on Union Street.  Martin provided some history on how the ordinance was 
drafted recently and stated that the Town Attorney has been involved and reviewed the 
ordinance to date.   Ratner agreed that the Planning Board, Martin and Jeanne Hollingsworth 
have all accomplished a lot of work on the ordinances.   

 
11.  Approval of Design – Mechanic Street Parking Lot 

Caler-Bell introduced Deb Dodge, member of the Down Town Design Team, who provided an 
update using a PDF presentation on the redesign process and proposal for the parking lot on 
Mechanic Street. The Board asked for detail on concerns impacting the price and proposed 
changes to the lot.  Caler-Bell stated the bidding contractor has agreed to hold the price until the 
fall to allow time to work on concerns.     
The Design Team work began in 2015 and following the acquisition of more parking spaces in 
the Knowlton Street lot the group reenergized the effort to fix the disrepair state of the lots on 
Mechanic and Washington Street(s).  Down town parking ability is now equal to 765 spaces.  
Dodge presented that the 2012 Downtown Master Plan played a large role in the goals created 
for the lot redevelopment. The current plan removes several parking spaces   and adds three new 
on street parking spaces in addition to an   entrance closure to allow for better safety in the lot.  
The original suggestion for the Mechanic St. parking lot was to remove all parking so the DTDT 
considers the suggested plan, which was worked many ways over the years, to be the best 
compromise allowing for better safety and the addition of a handicap space.   
McKellar asked about the Washington Street lot and Dodge responded that the same reasoning 
was behind those plans presented earlier to the board as well.  The lot on Washington Street will 
lose the most spaces, but it is a strategically tough place to park and will reduce to mostly 
permitted parking and private parking in that area after work is completed.  McKellar asked that 
the Select Board review the use of that lot by Town Office employees and consider the new 
spaces available in the Knowlton Street lot as an option.   
Doge introduced Rafi Baeza who    is in charge of raising private funds and art submissions for a 
mural on the old Camden Five & Dime Building wall.  Baeza showed a video he produced 
highlighting   prospective ideas and public feedback for the art install for the space to be done by 
Collin Burns a local artist.  Camdenmural.com will provide more information on the project.   
Andrew Hendrick of Gartley and Dorsky stated the Mechanic Street parking lot project has been 

under discussion since 1997 and reviewed the current engineering done to date and educated 
the board on necessary state standards that  apply to spaces in the Mechanic Street lot.  A lengthy 
conversation took place on the size and special needs of individual spaces within the lot.  
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Additionally safety aspects were reviewed and Hendrick provided specific scenarios that made 
the lot, as it is now, and after the redesign safer and within standards.   
Ratner stated that the work done by the parties involved has been thorough and done well.  He 
commented that often times residents are resistant to changes like closing off an entrance, but in 
the long run it becomes something we like.   
Chairman Falciani opened the floor to the public for comment. 
Elliott Thompson asked about delivery vehicles and parking ability. 
Mark Haskell, past member of Parking and Transportation Committee, noted the gain in parking 
spaces should add support to the needed changes for safety reasons.  He supported closing an 
entrance for that reason.   
Tom Anderson, French and Brawn, did not support losing parking spaces.  He expressed that 
customers sometime use his back entrance when parking it is at a premium.  He did not support 
losing any spaces as a retailer in the area.     
Chair Falciani opened the discussion to the Board. 
McKellar commented on the cost to several different town departments to produce the many 
plan versions over time.  She asked that the Board follow the direction approved by vote by the 
residents and the recommendations of the Budget Committee to maintain the lot with repairs on 
the infrastructure that was approved.   
Lookner agreed with McKellar that this is important to look at and commented that she has 
received negative public feedback from the dramatic beautification plan vs. the maintenance 
needs of the lot.    A lengthy discussion on the original budget for the project and the specific 
maintenance needs was held. 
Dodge noted that the budget was not set for the DTDT work which was done to provide input on 
the priorities of the Public Works Department for the lot which the group adopted from the town.  
Dodge agreed this would be a good start on any future Capital Improvement work by the 
Committee.   
Rick Siebel added that often times work budgets are not set until the engineering plans are 
known.  In that way, quotes and estimates are attempted but allow flexibility to accommodate 
planning.  Siebel reminded the group that this was also initially a phased project but pricing 
today is sometimes better to be done in a single work project.   The repair of the supporting wall 
is the first focus of the work that needs to be accomplished, then drainage and new hot top.   A 
discussion followed on the timing and cost of individual aspects of the work proposed.  
Caler-Bell was confident that the principals of the redesign can be reviewed with the direction to 
include only the most important aspects of the work in order to hit the initial budgeted amount 
for the project.   
He instructed that the private funding for the public art installation should continue as the DTDT 
warrants.  
Falciani asked the agenda for the meeting on April 9th include a proposal for necessary criterion 
and budgeting figures for same.  Caler-Bell added that the top concerns for priorities will be 
creating the set of stairs between the lots and the wall reconfiguration and repair, drainage 
systems and a logical plan for maximized parking spaces designed to meet all current standards.   
The Board agreed unanimously to review the information at the April 9th meeting.   

 
12.  Snow Bowl – Financial Update:   
 Caler-Bell presented the current expenses expected by the snow bowl through the closing date.  

Revenues are exceeding expenses currently, but there are payroll and electricity invoices that 
will need to be paid in the coming weeks.   A discussion on the current schedule of opening only 
on weekends was held.  It was determined that operating with the good ski conditions are 
allowing a longer season.  Caler-Bell expressed the change in schedule is the normal default,  staff 
moves to Parks and Recreation Department and she will look at covering the openings and get 
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out better communication to post the dates and times of operation until the end of the season.  A 
brief discussion on input from Parks and Recreation was discussed; it was decided this was an 
operation decision and should move forward as noted.         
The Board agreed unanimously to be open as much as possible based on conditions.  Caler-
Bell and Ward will get advanced notice out to the public on a new schedule.      

 Chairman Falciani entertained a motion.  Marc Ratner motioned to confirm the Registrar of 
Voters’ office hours for the November 6th Special Town Meeting to be the normal business 
hours of the Town Office.  McKellar seconded.   No discussion.  Motion passed 3-0-0.     

 
     
ADJOURN 
  Chairman Falciani entertained a motion.  Jenna Lookner motioned to adjourn the meeting   at 

9:40 pm as there was no further business before the Board    McKellar seconded.   No 
discussion.  Motion passed 4-0-0.     

  
 
 
  

 

Respectfully Submitted,  
 
 
 
Beth Kwiatkowski, Recording Secretary 


